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Abstract. Let 311« denote the class of functions analytic and

univalent in the unit disc A subject to the conditions

/(0)   = 0, /(z„)   - 2o, |/(2) | <M,

where 2o, zo^O, is a fixed point of A and 1 =.W= <».

In the present note, we determine by the method of circular

symmetrization, the exact value of the "Koebe constant" for the

class 9TC¿f. We also determine Koebe sets for the class 91t¿f consist-

ing of the starlike functions, and for 9Tt£f, consisting of all functions

mapping A onto domains convex in the direction e'a.

By   "Koebe  set"  we  understand  the  set XÇiïlu), 3C(9ÏIm)

-fl/.gnw/fA).

1. Introduction. Let STCm denote the class of functions analytic and

univalent in the unit disc A subject to the conditions

(1) /(0) = 0,       f(zo)=Zo,        \f(z)\<M

where z„, Zo^O, is a fixed point of A and 1<M< oo.

So far as we know there are no results concerning class ïSKm,

whereas many authors have considered certain extremal problems in

the case M = °°.

In the present note, we determine by the method of the circular

symmetrization, the exact value of the Koebe constant for the class

9TCjif. We also determine Koebe sets for the class STZj^, consisting of the

starlike functions, and for 9TC, consisting of all functions mapping A

onto domains convex in the direction eia.

By "Koebe set" [l] we understand the set X(m,M), XCMM)

= fl/snw/(A).

2. Main results. 2.1. We start with the determination of the

Koebe constant for the class SHIa/.
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Theorem 1. The image-domain of A under each function of the class

STCjif contains the disc \w\ O (if) where

riM) = 2b2 - M - 25(82 - M)1'2,

6 = iM- \zo\)H- Izol)"1.

The number riM) cannot be replaced by any greater number with-

out additional assumptions on the functions of the class '¡Mm-

Proof. Suppose that ß=/(A) and pia, b, ß) denotes the hyperbolic

distance of the points a, b with respect to the domain ß.

Since the hyperbolic distance is a conformai invariant, we have

(2) arc th | z„ | = p(0, z0,/(A)),       / G 3Hm-

Let ß* be a domain obtained from ß by using circular symmetriza-

tion with respect to the ray [0, z0, °°). It is clear that the origin and

Zo are in ß*. Moreover, it is well known that circular symmetrization

decreases the hyperbolic distance, so that

(3) p(0, s», 0) ^ p(0, zo, 0*)

holds. However, each domain ß* is contained in a domain Dh,

Dh = Au\( — Meia, —heia] for some h, h>0, where AM is the disc

|w| <M. Hence

(4) piO, zo, 0*) = p(0, zo, Dh).

The conditions (2), (3) and (4) now yield our basic inequality

(5) arcth | z„| = p(0; z0, Dh).

For our purpose it is sufficient to consider z0 = r. Now let <piz),

<p(0)=0 he the function that maps the domain Dh, which is now

AM\i — M, —h] conformally onto the unit disc. Then we have

p(0, Zo, Dh) = arc th | <p(r) \,

where

2Mr

Ç T ~ d(r* + M2) + 2Mr(l - d) + ([d(M - r)2 + 2Mr]2 - 4MV2)1'2 '

d = 4hM(M + h)~2.

Thus (5) yields the inequality

d(M - r)2 + 2Mr + '[d(M - r)2 + 2Mr}2 - 4MV2)1'2 = 2M,

which holds if
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d = M(1 - r)2(M - r)~2

or

Â = 252 - M - 26(52 - M)1'2,       Ô = (M - r)(l - r)~\

The sign of equality in these last considerations occurs for the func-

tion f(z) given by the equation

[M-f(z)]2       \M-r)   (l-z)2

This completes our proof.

Corollary 1. For the cases M= <x> and z0 = 0 we have

r(oo) = i(l-| 20|)2,       r0(M) = 2M2 - M - 2M(M2 - M)1'2,

respectively. Both constants are well known ([3],  [4], respectively).

2.2. Now we shall be concerned with the determination of Koebe

sets for starlike functions of the class 9TCjif Let AM be the disc

{w: \w\ <M} and let G be the family of all its subdomains that are

(i) starshaped with respect to the origin and (ii) contain the fixed

point z0. For DEG, let g(w, z0, D) be the Green's function with pole

at Zo, and let ß(w0) be defined as a solution of the following extremal

problem :

(6) ß(w0) = l.u.b.     g(0,z0,D).
DeG;i50eAM\/J

The following formula for 3C(3TCji/) was obtained by Krzyz and

Zlotkiewicz [2]:

(7) K(^ilM) = {w\ß(w) < — log | so |}.

Hence, in order to determine 3C(9TCm) it is sufficient to solve the ex-

tremal problem (6). We shall use (7) for the two classes 3H^, 3tl£ con-

sisting of all starlike functions of the class 9TCm and of those functions

mapping A onto domains convex in the given direction eia, respec-

tively.

Theorem 2. The Koebe set of the class sm^f is determined by the condi-

tion

.             .    | M — wzo |        (Mw + zo | w | \2     1
\w — zo\ -i—j-h (-i-¡— ) -¡—r

(8) (M +  | w\ )2     \ M + \wo\   J   \w\

<K1+ |zo|2).

The limit case, M= <*>, is
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(9) \w-Zo\  + \w\  <i(l + |z„|2).

Proof. We shall solve the extremal problem (6). Let WoEAm and

let DEG such that w0EAm\D. Then there exists a domain DWl

= Aj|i\(Me*'«', Wo) such that g(0, z0, DWt)^g(0, z0, D). In order to de-

termine the function p(w) we map DWt onto the upper half-plane U.

The corresponding transformation is

W = (f2 + A2)1'2,       r = i(Mc,v - w)(Me* + w)-1

where

WiO) = i(l - A2)1'2,       Wizo) = t(f2(zo) - A2)1'2,

h= (M - | w0|)(Jf + | wo I)"1-

Using the conformai invariance of Green's function, we obtain

g(0, zo, Dh) = giWiO), Wizo), U) = log

which with (7) gives us

WiO) - Wizo)

WiO) - Wizo)

h2 - W2iz0) \ + 1 - h2      1    .     .
<-(   «o    +    so"1)-

| 1 - IF2(z„) I 2

This last inequality reduces to (8) after some simple substitutions.

If we let M—>oo in (8), then we obtain the well-known elliptic do-

main defined by (9) [S]. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark. We may apply the method given by (6) and (7) to de-

termine Koebe sets for some other subclasses of 3ÎIat. One can con-

vince himself that the extremal domain for the class of convex maps

consists of domains whose boundary is an arc of 3Am plus a chord of

Am- For the close-to-convex maps the extremal domains are those ob-

tained from Am by removing a slit along a segment emanating from

Wo- Unfortunately, the corresponding formulas for the Green's

functions involve transcendental functions that have made it im-

possible for us to find a suitable description of the Koebe sets for those

classes.

However, we can establish the following result.

Theorem 3. The set 3C(9TC") is given by the condition

l+[A(l + cos 2d) + (B2 - 1) cos 26 + BC sin 2o]1'2

<[1- (1 - ö2)"2]|z0|-2

where
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A = 2hd(h + d)~2, B =  \h- d\\z0\~\

D =  | z« | | h + d \~\       C = [(1 - D2)(D2 - 1 + 2A)]l>2,

A =   | w | ,        d =  \w — Zo | ,        0 = a — arg z0.

The set 3C(9TO is a simply connected Jordan domain if |z0|

<(l-|-|sin 6\ )-1'2, Ö^O, 7T and is a union of two simply connected

Jordan domains which are symmetric with respect to the point Zo/2

if (l + |sin0|)-1/2<|zo|,MO,ir.

Proof. Let D be a domain that is convex in the direction eia con-

taining the origin and Zo, and omitting a given point w0, and let E2 de-

note the open plane. There exists a ray la: arg (w—w0) =a such that

DEE2\la and g(0, z0, D) ^g(0, z0, E2\la). Hence we can restrict our-

selves to the domains Da = E2\la without loss in generality. Now by a

translation and a rotation we can send la to the negative real axis and

the origin and z0 to the points deiiv~a) and hei(*~a), respectively. The

preceding transformation followed by the transformation w112 gives

us the right half-plane H. Hence we have

g(0, zo, D) = g(dli2e«*-a)i2, VW*-*)'*, H)

d + h+ 2(hd)1'2cos la-J

(11) =-log
2 d+h- 2(dhY'2cos^(<p-tf)

- F(<p, v«

where h, d, a are fixed and (p, \[/ have to be chosen so that F(<p, \p) is a

maximum. It is geometrically clear that

(12) 2Ad cos (<p - $) = d2 + h2 -  | z012

and

(13) h cos <p — d cos yf/ =  | Zo |  cos 6

hold. From (12) and (13), after some elementary calculations, we ob-

tain

<P + f\      (A2 - d2) cos 2d - | zo |2(A2 + d2) cos 20
\hd cos2 [

(14)
2&á| so I2 — | h2-d2\ sin 20

Now (11), (12) and (14) give us the formula (10).
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It is clear that (10) is symmetric with respect to the h and d. This

means that (10) is symmetric with respect to the point Zo/2. How-

ever, Zo/2G3C(9TC") if andonlyif |z0| 2<(l + |sinô| )~l = K. Of course,

K<1 ii 05¿O, 7T. Hence, if |z0|2<7£ then 3C(2flC) is a simply con-

nected Jordan domain; it is the union of two simply connected do-

mains if | Zo| 2>K. Our proof is now complete.

If z0 = 0 and 6 = w/2 we obtain

8|to| (I w I + | Imw| ) < 1,

which defines the Koebe set for the class of univalent functions

mapping A onto domains convex in the direction of the imaginary

axis and normalized by the conditions /(0) =0, /'(0) =1.
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